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τ− → ℓ−i ℓ
+
i ℓ
−
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Using the massive helicity formalism we calculate the five-body average square amplitude of
the decays τ− → ℓ−i ℓ
+
i ℓ
−
j ν¯jντ (ℓ = e, µ) within the Standard Model (SM), we then introduce a
dimension-five effective vertex Γττγ in order to determine the feasibility of imposing limits on the
tau anomalous magnetic dipole moment (aτ ) via the current or future experimental measurements
of the branching ratio for the decay τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ .
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I. INTRODUCTION
We found that the SM five body decays τ− → ℓ−i ℓ
+
i ℓ
−
j ν¯jντ whose branching ratios, at the tree level, have been
calculated by Dicus and Vega [1], Volobouev of the CLEO Collaboration [2] and more recently by Lo´pez Castro et.
al. [3]. However [1] and [3] differ from the predictions of [2] whose various branching ratios are ∼ 7% higher. The
CLEO II experiment has searched for the τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ decay, whose measured value is [4]:
BR(τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ ) = 2.7
+1.5+0.4+0.1
−1.1−0.4−0.3 × 10
−5. (1)
The statistical, systematic and background uncertainties are ∼ 70% but forthcoming BELLE measurements are
expected to improve to ∼ 2.7% and ∼ 6.5% on the statistical and systematic uncertainties [5], respectively. The
importance of our independent calculation is that it is useful to overcome this discrepancy. Furthermore, we analyze
the possibility of limiting the aτ value by using current and future experimental measurements by BELLE or other
future collaborations.
Leptons offer some of the cleanest signals that can be obtained in collider physics experiments and might also
provide new insight into physics beyond the standard model (SM). In particular, with the yet unsolved origin of the
discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical SM prediction of the muon anomalous magnetic dipole moment
aµ. Although much work has already been devoted to aµ, the aτ has recently become the source of theoretical and
experimental interest, which is why in the present work we suggest a tau decay as a means to obtain further insight
into aτ . The current lower and upper bounds on aτ , −0.052 ≤ aτ ≤ 0.013 with 95% C.L. [6], were obtained via the
process e+e− → e+e−τ+τ− by the DELPHI collaboration. These bounds differ from the theoretical value predicted
by the SM by one order of magnitude: aTheor.τ = 1177.21(5) × 10
−6 [7]. Measurements of the electron and muon
Anomalous Magnetic Dipole Moments (AMDM) were obtained by means of spin precession experiments, however, in
the case of the tau lepton this class of measurements are troublesome due to its short lifetime, (290.3± 0.5)× 10−15s.
Even though there is a plethora of tau decays, only a few of them are viable candidates to constrain aτ . Whereas
two- and three-body decays do not involve the γτ−τ+ coupling, the τ± → ℓ±ν¯ℓντγ decay, as suggested in Ref. [8],
is constrained by the tau lifetime and is only sensitive to large values of aτ . The use of tau decays to constrain aτ
is particularly relevant because the Belle-II experiment is expected to produce about 109 tau leptons annually, which
greatly exceeds the previous CLEO-II experiment, in which there were 3× 106 produced tau leptons.
The dominant Feynman diagrams for this decay within the SM are shown in Fig. 1, where the dot represents
the QED contribution along with an extra contribution from the tau AMDM. All other tree-level diagrams give a
negligible contribution.
In this work we will consider this branching ratio to obtain a bound on aτ . To this aim we will consider the following
effective vertex of the photon to a charged lepton pair respecting Lorentz invariance:
Γγℓℓ(q) = ie ℓ¯(p2) [F
γ
V γ
µ + σµνq
ν (iF γM + F
γ
Eγ5)] ℓ(p1)Aµ, (2)
where q = p1 − p2 is the photon transferred four-momentum. Here F
γ
V is the tau electric charge form factor (F
γ
V = 1
at the tree level), whereas the five-dimensional CP -conserving and CP -violating terms correspond to the static
2anomalous magnetic dipole moment aℓ and the electric dipole moment dℓ, which are given by:
aWℓ = −2mℓF
γ
M (q
2 = 0), (3)
dℓ = −eF
γ
E(q
2 = 0). (4)
We will assume CP invariance and take F γE=0.
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FIG. 1: Dominant Feynman diagrams in the unitary gauge for the τ− → ℓ−i ℓ
+
i ℓ
−
j ν¯jντ decay in the SM. The dot represents
the QED contribution along with an extra contribution from the tau AMDM. When i 6= j there are two additional diagrams
where the particles with the indices i and j are exchanged. Those diagrams will be denoted by the numbers (3) and (4) in our
calculation below.
The rest of this presentation is organized as follows. In Section II we will present the unpolarized square amplitude
for the τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ decay via the massive helicity formalism [11], which considerably simplifies the calculation.
The numerical integration of the τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ decay width and the resulting bound on the aτ are presented
in Sec. III, whereas Sec. IV is devoted to the conclusions and outlook. Details of the calculation are presented in
Appendix A.
II. UNPOLARIZED SQUARE AMPLITUDE
We will calculate the average square amplitude of the τ− → ℓ−i ℓ
+
i ℓ
−
j ν¯jντ decay using the massive helicity formalism
for which usual treatments, such as [9] or [10], only deal with the massless case. Here we need to take into account
the mass of the tau lepton, so must go further. In particular, in [11] the two main ways to deal with massive helicity
amplitudes are presented, although with a somewhat old-fashioned notation. We use here the approach that consists
in performing a light-cone decomposition to write the four-momentum of a massive particle as a linear combination
of two light-like momenta. For a detail account we refer the interested reader to Ref. [12], where this formalism is
presented in a self-contained manner (with opposite metric signature convention). We will present a brief outline here
for convenience.
Let p be the four-momentum of a massive particle of mass m > 0, which can always be written in terms of two
light-like ones qµ and rµ as
pµ = rµ +
m2
2p · q
qµ, (5)
where q satisfies p · q 6= 0 but is otherwise arbitrary, and r is defined through (5). The positive frequency momentum
space Dirac equation has two linearly independent solutions, which we label with the subindices + and −. It is easily
checked that they are given (maybe up to a phase) by
u+ = |r〉+
m
[rq]
|q] , u− = |r] +
m
〈rq〉
|q〉; (6)
while for the negative frequency we have
v+ = |r] +
m
〈qr〉
|q〉 , v− = |r〉+
m
[qr]
|q]. (7)
3Here |a] and |b〉 are 2-component Weyl spinors linked to the light-like momenta aµ and bµ [12]. We will use these
solutions to calculate the helicity amplitudes Mh1h2h3h4h5h6a for the τ
−(p1)→ ℓ
−
i (p2)ℓ
+
i (p3)ℓ
−
j (p4)ν¯j(p5)ντ (p6) decay,
where hk is the helicity of the particle k with four-momentum pk, and the subindex a labels each Feynman diagram of
Fig. 1: it runs from 1 to 4 in the case that the charged leptons ℓ−i and ℓ
−
j are identical, such as in the τ
− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ
decay, but it only runs from from 1 to 2 if ℓ−i and ℓ
−
j are distinguishable.
To determine the individual non-zero helicity amplitudes we will neglect the mass of the outgoing charged leptons,
which is a good approximation as their mass is negligible as compared to the tau mass. In this limit, each amplitude
will vanish unless the helicities of particles 4, 5 and 6 have certain fixed signs because of its spinor index structure.
After doing that, we present the sum of the squared modulus of the helicity amplitudes and then all of the interferences.
In the unitary gauge, the amplitude for the first Feynman diagram of Fig. 1, dubbed (1), is
M1 = G1u¯(4)γ
µPLv(5)
(
gµν −
k3µk3ν
m2W
)
u¯(6)γνPL(/k2 +mτ )(γ
ρF γV + iσ
ρβk1βF
γ
M )u(1)
× u¯(2)γλv(3), (8)
where we use the short-hand notation (i) ≡ (pi) and the four-momenta ki are the ones of the virtual particles of this
diagram. Note that we are using the effective interaction (2) for the γτ¯τ vertex but in our calculation below we will
use the tree-level value F γV = 1. In addition
G1 ≡
g2W e
2
8p23(p23 − p12 − p13)(2p45 −m2W )
, (9)
with pij = pi · pj . The helicity structure of the amplitude fixes h4 = −, h5 = +, and h6 = −. We then write
M1 = G1〈4|γµ|5]〈6|γ
µ(/k2 +mτ )γ
ν (F γV − F
γ
M
/k1)u(1)u¯(2)γνv(3). (10)
We now choose q1 ≡ p3 and define
D1 ≡
p13
p23
F γV −mτF
γ
M , (11)
E ≡ mτF
γ
V − 2p13F
γ
M , (12)
thus the individual helicity amplitudes are given by
M++−−+−1 = 4G1
〈64〉[23]
[r3]
(E([54]〈43〉+ [56]〈63〉)−mτD1〈32〉[25]) , (13)
M+−+−+−1 = 4G1〈64〉〈r2〉 (mτF
γ
V [35]− F
γ
M [23]([54]〈42〉+ [56]〈62〉)) , (14)
M−+−−+−1 = 4G1〈64〉[2r] (F
γ
V ([54]〈43〉+ [56]〈63〉) +mτF
γ
M 〈32〉[25]) , (15)
and
M−−+−+−1 = 4G1
〈64〉
〈r3〉
(2p23D1([54]〈42〉+ [56]〈62〉)−mτE〈23〉[35]) . (16)
To obtain the helicity amplitudes of the the third Feynman diagram, obtained from the first one after the exchange of
identical particles, we simply exchange the momenta and helicities of particles 2 and 4, both in the helicity amplitudes
and in the definitions of D1 and G1, leading to new coefficients that we denote as D3 and G3, respectively.
By an analogous procedure, we obtain for the Feynman diagram (2) of Fig. 1
M++−−+−2 = 4mτH2
[53]〈34〉
[r3]
(〈63〉[32] + 〈64〉[42]), (17)
M+−+−+−2 = 4mτH2
〈24〉[53]
[r3]
(〈62〉[23] + 〈64〉[43]), (18)
M−+−−+−2 = 4H2〈34〉[5r](〈63〉[32] + 〈64〉[42]), (19)
M−−+−+−2 = 4H2〈24〉[5r](〈62〉[23] + 〈64〉[43]); (20)
4where
H2 ≡
g2W e
2
8p23 (p23 + p24 + p34) (m2τ −m
2
W − p16)
. (21)
We straightforwardly obtain the corresponding amplitudes for the fourth diagram after the exchange of the momenta
and helicities of particles 2 and 4.
We now factor all the dependence on the form factors F γV and F
γ
M by defining the following coefficients:
A1 ≡ 2p12F
γ
V
2
+
p23
p13
(E2 +m2τF
γ
V
2
), (22)
B1 ≡ 2p12F
γ
M
2
+
p23
p13
(D21 +m
2
τF
γ
M
2
), (23)
C1 ≡ 2p12F
γ
V F
γ
M +
p23
p13
(m2τF
γ
V FM −D1E), (24)
from which we obtain the sum of the squared helicity amplitudes of the first diagram:
∑
h
|M1|
2
= 128G21p46
[
A1
(
m2τ
2
p35 + p34p45 + p36p56 + p3456
)
+ 2p23B1
(
m2τ
2
p25 + p25p45 + p26p56 + p2654
)
+ 2mτp23C1(p45 + p56)
]
, (25)
where pi1i2···iN is defined in Appendix A. For the second diagram we get∑
h
|M2|
2
= 256H22
(
m2τ
p35
p13
+ p15
)
[p24(p23p26 + p34p46 + p3264)
+p34(p23p36 + p24p46 + p2364)] . (26)
The corresponding expression for the fourth diagram is attained by exchanging p2 and p4.
On the other hand, the non-zero interferences are given by
I12 = 64G1H2
[
2F γV
(
Q
(0)
12 +
m2τ
p13
Q
(2)
12
)
−mτF
γ
MR
(0)
12
]
, (27)
I13 = 64G1G3
[
F γV
2
(
p13Q
(0)
13 +m
2
τQ
(2)
13 +
m4
p13
Q
(4)
13
)
+ 2F γM
2
(
R
(0)
13 +m
2
τR
(2)
13
)
−mτF
γ
V F
γ
M
(
P
(0)
13 +m
2
τP
(2)
13
)]
, (28)
I14 = 64G1H4
[
2F γV
(
Q
(0)
14 +
m2τ
p13
Q
(2)
14
)
+mτF
γ
MR
(0)
14
]
, (29)
and
I24 = −512H2H4p15p24 (p23p26 + p34p46 + p2346) ; (30)
where Iij stands for the interference between the amplitudes of diagrams i and j. Explicit expressions for the
(P ,Q,R)
(p)
ij functions are given in Appendix A.
The full unpolarized squared amplitude for the τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ decay is given by
|M|2 =
1
2
(
4∑
i=1
∑
h
|Mi|
2
+ I12 + I13 + I14 + I24
)
, (31)
It is worth noting that this method is straightforward and yields compact results easy to handle in the numerical
integration.
5III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
We now turn to compute the branching ratio of the tau five-body decay τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ . The decay width is
given by the usual formula
Γ(τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ ) =
(2π)4
2mτ
∫ 5∏
i=1
d3pi
16π3Ei
|M|2δ4
(
p1 −
6∑
i=2
pi
)
. (32)
After dividing by the tau total width Γτ = 1/ττ we obtain the corresponding branching ratio
BR(τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ ) =
Γ(τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ )
Γτ
. (33)
According to Ref.[13] the four-momenta of the involved particles in a five-body decay can be related to eight
independent Lorentz invariant parameters through the relations:
s1 = (p1 − p4)
2, s2 = (p1 − p4 − p2)
2, s3 = (p1 − p4 − p2 − p3)
2, (34)
u1 = (p1 − p2)
2, u2 = (p1 − p3)
2, u3 = (p1 − p5)
2, (35)
t2 = (p1 − p2 − p3)
2, t3 = (p1 − p2 − p3 − p5)
2. (36)
The phase-space integral (32) was numerically computed over these kinematic variables via Monte-Carlo integration
by using the VEGAS routines [14]. A cross-check of our results was done by implementing the electromagnetic vertex
in the CalcHEP package [15], which performs all the numerical calculation.
We first consider that the impact of the magnetic form factor is negligible, i.e. we use F γM = 0 and make a
comparison of our numerical results for the widths of the allowed τ− → ℓ−i ℓ
+
j ℓ
−
i ν¯ℓjντ decays with those obtained in
previous studies. The results are shown in Table I. The uncertainties arise from the numerical integration. Our results
are in good agreement with these predictions, though are closer to those of Ref. [3], which could be attributed to the
fact that we used the same values of the tau mass and mean lifetime. Additionally, for completeness, we computed
the µ− → e−e+e−ν¯eνµ for which we obtain BR(µ
− → e−e+e−ν¯eνµ) = (3.599± 0.002)× 10
−5.
Branching ratio Ref[1] Ref. [2] Ref. [3] Our results
BR(τ−→e−e+e−ν¯eντ )
10−5
4.15 ± 0.06 4.457 ± 0.006 4.21± 0.01 4.22± 0.02
BR(τ−→e−µ+µ−ν¯eντ )
10−7
1.257 ± 0.003 1.347 ± 0.002 1.247 ± 0.001 1.246 ± 0.002
BR(τ−→µ−e+e− ν¯µντ )
10−5
1.97 ± 0.02 2.089 ± 0.003 1.984 ± 0.004 1.987 ± 0.003
BR(τ−→µ−µ+µ− ν¯µντ )
10−7
1.190 ± 0.002 1.276 ± 0.005 1.183 ± 0.001 1.184 ± 0.001
TABLE I: Branching ratios for the allowed τ− → ℓ−i ℓ
+
j ℓ
−
i ν¯ℓjντ decays in the SM.
A. Effect of F
γ
M on the τ
− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ decay
We will now analyze the impact of the dipole term F γM on the branching ratio of the tau five-body decay. The
behavior of BR(τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ ) as a function of aτ is shown in Fig. 2. The horizontal red lines corresponds to the
95% C.L. interval obtained from the experimental measurement ofBR(τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ ) [4], and the horizontal black
line corresponds to our calculation for the tree-level SM prediction, i.e. BR(τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ ) = (4.22±0.02)×10
−5.
The purple curve corresponds to our prediction for the branching ratio as a function of aτ . Assuming that there are
no extra contribution rather than that due to aτ we can conclude that the points of the purple curve falling above the
upper experimental bound on BR(τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ ) would be excluded, thereby yielding the bound aτ ≤ 0.0056.
This allow us to gain an improvement over the current upper bound by DELPHI: aDELPHIτ ≤ 0.013. Since there is a
slight dependence of BR(τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ ) on aτ , this method is not useful to set a lower bound on it with current
measurements.
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FIG. 2: BR(τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ ) as a function of aτ (purple line). The horizontal red lines are the 95% C.L. limits on the
experimental measurement of the five-body decay, of which the central value is 2.7× 10−5. Whereas the horizontal black line is
the tree-level SM prediction (FM = 0). On the other hand, the vertical lines are the SM prediction of aτ (blue line), our bound
(yellow line), and the upper DELPHI bound (dark blue line).
Forthcoming measurements might reach a statistical uncertainty of 2.7% and a systematic uncertainty of 6.5%.
Which we found is not good enough so that we may obtain improved bounds, since our lower bound would only
improve to a level of ∼-0.02. But new runs at BELLE II or future experiments we hope might offer more precise
measurements, which is why we optimistically assume that if the statistical and systematic uncertainty is improved
to the 2% level, we expect to find that the bound of aτ would fall in the range of −0.0032 ≤ aτ ≤ 0.0061, see Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3: With an improvement of the uncertainties at the 2% level in BR(τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ ), our best fit prediction of aτ
(purple line), along with the improved measurements (red lines) allow us to ascertain that −0.0032 ≤ aτ ≤ 0.0061. The
horizontal black line is the tree-level SM prediction (FM = 0).
Other approaches similarly yield stringent bounds on aτ through electroweak precision data (EWPD) and the
experimental data for the e+e− → τ+τ−: −0.004 ≤ aτ ≤ 0.006 [16], −0.007 ≤ aτ ≤ 0.005 [17] and more recently
−0.007 ≤ aτ ≤ 0.004 [18]. While on the theoretical side, other model extensions predict values for aτ of the order of
O(10−9 − 10−6) [19]-[23], which could be useful in the case of a discrepancy between the experimental measurement
and the SM prediction.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we present the results of a numerical calculation for the predictions of the branching ratio of the allowed
τ− → ℓ−i ℓ
+
i ℓ
−
j ν¯jντ decays, which are consistent with previous results reported by Dicus and Vega and Lo´pez Castro
et. al. In addition, we use the current experimental measurement on the branching ratio of the τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ
7decay to obtain an upper limit on the tau anomalous magnetic dipole moment by using an effective electromagnetic
vertex including a dipole term. We find that the effect of the magnetic dipole form factor F γM on the reported value
by CLEO II colaboration for the branching ratio of the τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ decay allows to extract an upper bound
of aτ ≤ 0.0056, which is below the current upper bound by the DELPHI collaboration. With the next measurements
by BELLE II results are expected with ∼ 2.7% and ∼ 6.5% of statistical and systematic uncertainties. Under this
scenario, we find that the effect of F γM on the BR(τ
− → e+e+e−ν¯eντ ) is such that the lower bound is given by
−0.02 ≤ aτ but it is not possible to extract a good upper bound. Finally, assuming an accurate measurement of the
2% of statistical and systematic uncertainties, it is found that our best bounds are −0.0032 ≤ aτ ≤ 0.0061.
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Appendix A: Conventions for the massive helicity formalism and interference terms for the τ− → e−e+e−ν¯eντ
unpolarized square amplitude.
We use the abbreviated notation
pi1i2...iN ≡
1
2
Re ([i1i2]〈i2i3〉 . . . [iN−1iN ]〈iN i1〉) (A1)
(where Re(z) stands for the real part of the complex number z), with N even. It is easy to show that
pi1i2...iN =
1
4
i1µ1 i2µ2 . . . iNµNTr (γ
µ1γµ2 . . . γµN ) . (A2)
It is well known that, for N even, the trace of the product of N gamma matrices is proportional (the proportionality
constant being 4) to (N − 1)!! terms, each of which is the product of N/2 metric tensors. In the particular case of
only two indices we write pab as an abbreviation of pa ·pb even when the momenta pa and pb are not null. When there
are more indices the individual momenta must be light-like.
Several properties can be obtained immediately. For instance, cyclicity of the trace translates into cyclicity of
indices:
pi1i2...iN−1iN = piN i1i2...iN−1 . (A3)
Using the definition (A1) we see that a multi-index p with two equal adjacent indices vanishes because
[pp] = 〈pp〉 = 0. (A4)
On the other hand, using {γµ, γν} = 2gµν we obtain the following general “index-commuting formula”:
pi1i2...ik−1ikik+1ik+2...iN = 2pikik+1pi1i2...ik−1ik+2...iN − pi1i2...ik−1ik+1ikik+2...iN . (A5)
In a scattering (or decay) process with L external legs, we have L distinct four-momenta. If we calculate a squared
amplitude and get a p with more than L indices, we use the (A4) and (A5) properties to write everything in terms of
only p’s with at most L indices, i.e. L is an upper bound for the number of indices in an L particle tree level process.
In our case there are six external legs, therefore p’s with more than six indices shall not appear.
For the interferences we use the following expressions:
Q
(0)
12 = p24 (2p46p3r54 + p2645r3) + p34 (2p46p2r54 + p2r5463) (A6)
+ p46 (p2r5634 + p243r56)− p26p2465r3 − p36p2r5643, (A7)
Q
(2)
12 =2p35p46p243r + p23 (p34p3645 − p36p3564) + p46 (p34p2354 − p36p2534 + p35p2634) (A8)
+p13 (p26p2534 + p34p2563 + p46p2534 − p24p2536 − p36p2543 − p46p2453) , (A9)
R
(0)
12 = 4
[
p23(p34p3645 − p36p3564) + p46(p34p2354 − p36p2534p35p2634) (A10)
+ p35(p46p24r3 − p26p2r34 + p24p2r36)− p13(p24p2536 − p26p2534 + p46p2453) (A11)
+ p12(p46p2435 − p34p2635 + p36p2435)− p25(p46p243r − p34p263r + p36p243r) (A12)
−
p24p46
p13
(p13p2653 − p34p253r + p35p243r − 2p23p3r54) (A13)
+ p23 (p24p2645 − p26p2465 + p46p2456)
]
; (A14)
8Q
(0)
13 = 4 (2p26p46p56 + p46p2654 − p24p2645 + p26p2465) , (A15)
Q
(2)
13 = 2 (p35p264r + p45p2634 − p34p2654 − p26p3465 + p24p6253 − p46p2653 − p26p4253) , (A16)
Q
(4)
13 = p35p2643, (A17)
R
(0)
13 = 4p26 (p46p56p234r + p23p46p254r − p23p45p264r)− 4p24 (p23p45p264r − p25p46p324r + p23p46p524r) (A18)
+ 4p46
(
p12p34p2456 −
1
2
p24p2r3456
)
+ 2p24p23564r (p24 + p26) , (A19)
R
(2)
13 =
2p23p34
p13
(2p26p46p56 + p46p2654 + p26p2465 − p24p2645) + 2p13p35p2643 (A20)
+ 2p23(p45p2634 − p34p2654 − p26p3465)− 2p34(p26p4253 − p24p6253 + p46p2653), (A21)
P
(0)
13 = 4(p23 + p34)(2p26p46p56 + p46p2654 − p24p2645 + p26p2465) (A22)
+ 2p13 (p45p2634 − p34p2654 − p26p3465)− 2p13 (p26p4253 − p24p6253 + p46p2653) (A23)
− 2p24 (p264r35 + p23564r)− 2p26p23564r − 2p46p26534r (A24)
− 4p14 (p25p2643 − p23p2645)− 4p46 (p25p24r3 − p23p24r5) , (A25)
P
(2)
13 = 4p35p2643 + 2
p34
p13
(p23p2645 − p25p2643) (A26)
+
p23
p13
(p45p2634 − p34p2654 − p26p3465)−
p34
p13
(p26p4253 − p24p6253 + p46p2653), (A27)
Q
(0)
14 = p26p2465r3 − p24p2645r3 − p46p243r56 − 2p24p46p3r54, (A28)
Q
(2)
14 = p35 [p24p2r36 − (p26 + 3p46)p243r]− p13 [p24p2536 − (p26 + p46)p2453 − 2p24p35p46] , (A29)
R
(0)
14 =4 [p46 (p35p24r3 − p13p2453) + p13 (p24p2536 − p26p2534) + p35 (p24p2r36 − p26p2r34)] (A30)
+
2p23
p13
(p24p26453r − p26p24653r + p46p2653r4) + 4p23 (p24p2645 − p26p2465 + p46p2456) (A31)
+
8p24p46
p13
(
p34p253r − p35p243r − p13p2453 +
1
2
p23p3r54
)
; (A32)
where the pi1i2...iN−1iN can be written in terms of the pab by means of the following recursion formulas
pabcd = pabpcd − pacpbd + padpbc, (A33)
pabcdef = pabpcdef − pacpbdef + padpbcef − paepbcdf + pafpbcde. (A34)
Furthermore, the subindex r is determined by
p3r = p13, (A35)
pir = p1i −
m2τ
2p13
p3i, for i = 2, 4, 5, 6, (A36)
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